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COMPUTBR SYSTEM DEPENDABILITY:

AN INTRODUCTION

Andrew M Lord

(RR140)

More reliance is being placed on computer systems in many applications. Such systems need to be

dependable; we must be able to depend on them !o provide the required level of service without failure. This

report gives an inFoduction to the idea of dependability and gives and overview of some of the techniques used

in making computer systems dependable. In particular, specific fault-tolerance techniques for making various

system components more dependable are reviewed. Annotrted references are given for work done in many of

the areas in an Appendix.
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1 Introduction

No computer system can be guaranteed not to fail, yet computers are being used in some applications where a

failure may be fatal (such as controlling an aircraft or the space shuttle) and in others where a total breakdown
needs to be avoided at all costs (such as telephone exchanges and air-traffic control). We need to ensure

that systems are reliable (i.e. that the chance of them failing is sufficiently low) and available (i.e. that the

time the systems are not working is small). Together these give what we mean by a dependable system.

Making systems dependable is not a new problem - ever since the times of vacuum tubes and CRT storage

the problem of making systems more reliable and available has been considered. The problem has been

recently highlighted by press "horror stories" of systems failing (see Borning, 1987, and Thomas, 1988, for
collections of such examples).

The initial solution (taken from the 1950's) was to try and avoid faults by ensuring that the system

components were as reliable as possible (tennedfault-avoidance). This makes the systems more reliable, but

there is still a problem if the computer eventually fails. This has led to the development of fault-tolerance
techniques whereby faults may manifest themselves, but they are tolerated and the system continues to
operate and to meet its specification. Fault-tolerance is achieved through the use of redundancy in hardware,

software and time. Different redundancy techniques are useful for different components in a system. For
example, circuits can be replicated and then operated in parallel, CRC codes may be added to messages,

databases may be replicated at different sites, multiple copies of a process may execute with the majority
result taken, and duplicate software written by different people can take over if the original software fails.
We must remember, though, that there is always a limit to the dependability of a system - there is always the

problem of how faults in the fault detectiorVcorrection mechanism can be detected.

Developing a dependable system involves applying such techniques to appropriate pans of the system
design. Once developed it is then required to measure the dependability to ensure it meels the requirements,
which may lead to a redesigning of the system using different techniques if these are not met. Many methods
have been devised for testing the dependability of systems, particularly at the circuit level. Also, many
models have been developed for evaluating the reliability of a system under a given set of fault assumptions.
This validation of a system goes hand-in-hand with its design. Also of use here are formal methods which
have been applied to prove various dependable protocols and algorithms correct. Despite being quite rigorous
the design of dependable systems has traditionally had a rather ad hoc feel, though more recently models for
distributed systems have been developed which include dependability techniques as an integral part. These

designs will probably become the standard.
This report presents an introduction to the work done in the area of dependability together witl a set of

annotated references. The work is viewed within the framework of concepts proposed by the IFIP and IEEE
fault-tolerance groups (see Laprie, 1985). Dependability impairments, means and measures are discussed
in general terms. Then speci{ic methods for achieving dependability are examined, focusing on different
aspects of a computer system (such as communications, processes and data). A set of annotated references to
each of the areas is given in the Appendix, and a complete set ofreferences is given at the end of the report.
An additional list of references which are not cited in the report" but may be useful, is also given.

2 Dependability

So far the use of terms has been intuitive. This is now rectified with definitions for the colrunon terms, based
on those given by Laprie (1985). More details of these terms, together with other related terms are given in
later sections. A useful graphical guide to the terms is given in Figure 1.

A given computer system delivers a specified service to its users. The specification describes the systems
functionaliry, performance requirements, and so on. The dependability of such a system is "the quality of
the delivered service such that reliance can be justifiably be placed on this service". The notion of reliance
here is hard to define, being based on the users expectations of the system's service, which may need to take
into account psychological factors and also the experience of the individual. For a system to be dependable
we need to be able to justify this reliance in some way. The term 'system' has a wide application and
we must take care not to limit its use. For example, a physical computer (a system) may be composed of
CPU, memory and data bus systems. In turn the CPU may be made up of various sub-systems (e.g. ALU,
registers). The notion of dependability can be applied recursively to each of these systems.

A system's dependability is impaired by failures which occur when the system deviates from its specified
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service. A failure can be traced to an error in part of the system state. The cause of an error is afault. For
example, within a memory system a physical fault may cause an AND gate to always output the value 1

regardless of inputs; this may lead to a parity error which is viewed by the user of the memory (e.9. a CPU)
as a memory failure.

The means of achieving system dependability are by the combined application of a set of methods

which can be classed into fault-avoidance, fault-tolerance, verification and error-forecasting methods.
Fault-avoidance methods give means for preventing, by construction, fault occurrence. Fault-tolerance
methods provide means of achieving the system specification despite the presence of faults, by the use of
redundancy. Verification methods (ill termed error-remov(1/ methods by Laprie) are used to show that the

system will meet its specification even in the presence of faults. Error-forecasrlng methods provide the

means to estimate, by evaluation, the presence, creation and consequences of enors. Fault-avoidance and

fault-tolerance constitute dependability procureftEnt: how to provide the system with the ability to deliver
the specified service. Verification and error-forecasting constitute dependability validation: how to reach

confidence in the system's ability to deliver the specified service. Thus in developing a particular system,

fault-avoidance methods may not be sufficient to prevent fault occurring, and hence some fault-tolerance
methods are used. Verification and error-forecasting methods are used to see if the system meets then its
specification. If not then new fault-avoidance or fault-tolerance methods are introduced. These in turn are

verified, and so on until the system is dependable.
Dependabiliry is measured in terms of reliability and availability. Reliabiliry is a measure of the time to

failure from an initial reference point. Availability is a measure of the proportion of time the system will
meet its specification. It is possible for a system to have a high availability but low reliability. For instance,
a system that fails frequently will be inherently unreliable, but if it can be restarted quickly enough it may
have a high availability.

Dependability is arela[ively new term, replacing the previously used termreliability. The reason was

to remove the confusion between the general meaning of reliability (reliable systems) from reliability as a

mathematical quantity (system reliability). Also, it shows how notions of reliability, maintainability, safety
etc. are all measures corresponding to distinct perceptions of the same attribute. The other terms defined have
been in corrunon use for much longer with similar definitions, and they have just been brought together into
the dependability framework. Unfortunately, not everyone uses the same terms: in particular, the difference
between faults, errors and failures is sometimes not made. However, the terms used here are widely accepted.

Useful References: Laprie (1985), Anderson and Lee (1981) (1982), Randell, Lee and Treleaven (1978),
Aviiienis and Kelly (1984)

3 Impairments to Dependability

Making a system dependable involves overcoming faults which impair the systems dependability, A fault
creates a latent error which becomes effective when activated. When the error affects the delivered service
a failure occurs. These terms can be widely applied, not just to hardware situations: for example, a

progranrmers mistake is a fault (commonly termed bug), the consequence being a (latent) error. This error
will only become effective when a certain situation arises in the program execution. When this effective
error produces erroneous data which affects the delivered service a failure occurs. Also, an incorrect entry of
data by an operator is a fault; the resultant altered data being an error, etc. We can classify these faults into
physical and human-made faults as follows:

physical faults: adverse physical phenomen4 either intemal (physicc-chemical disorders: threshold
changes, short--circuits, open circuits, . . .) or external (environmental perturbations: electro*magnetic
perturbations, temperature, vibration, . . . ).

human-made faults: imperfections which may be:

o design faults, committed either a) during the system initial design (broadly speaking, from
requirement specifications to implementation) or during subsequent modifications, or b) during
the establishment of operating or maintenance procedures.

o interaction faults: inadvertent or deliberate violations of operating or maintenance procedures.
Deliberate violations include "undesired accesses" in the sense of computer security and privacy.

[taken from Laprie (1985)]



Physical (sometimes termed operational) faults can be classified by their duration, extent and value (see

Aviiienis, 1976). Design faults need not just occur in software; a hardware design may also have design

faults in it.
When applying these terms to a system we must remember that a system may be composed of various

components, each of which is another system. Thus a fault in one system may be viewed as a failure in one

of its components. At the lowest level of atomic systerns there will be "elementary" failures.

Useful References: Laprie (1985), AviZienis (19'76)

4 Measures of Dependability

The two main measures of dependability are reliabitty and availability, as mentioned. Reliabiliry is a
measure of the time to failure from an initial reference point, or equivalently a measure of the degree of
tolerance against faults or of the ability of a system to meet its specification. Availability is a measure of
the proportion of time the system will meet its specification, and embodies the notion of failure frequency.

Three common dependability measures are Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), Mean Time Between Failures
(MTBF), and Mean Time to Recovery (MTTR). Often these measures are given as probabilities, usually
based on mathematical models of the system. There is a link between these measures and those for error
forecasting outlined in Section 6.2, the interest here being in failures rather than the lower-level errors. See

Stiffler (1986) and McConnel and Siewiorek (1982) for introductions to reliability estimation.
Another measrue often given for a system is maintainability which can be viewed as a measure of the

time that the system specification is not mel or of the time to service restoration. This can be deduced from
the system availability.

An important concern is the consequences of a failure on its environment. We can identify different
magnitudes (or modes) of failure. In particular the notion of benign and malign (or catastropftic) failures is
useful. The consequences of benign failures are of the same order of magnitude (usually in terms of cost)
as those of the service delivered in the absence of failures, whereas catastrophic failures have much greater
consequences. Using these notions to generalise reliability gives us a measure of the time to catastrophic
failure, i.e. safety. It is possible for a reliable system (in terms of benign failures) to be unsafe. For example,
an automatic braking system may bring a vehicle to a stop within the specified time but may cause an accident
in doing so. See L,eveson (1986) for a detailed overview of software safety issues.

Useful References: Stiffler (1986), McConnel and Siewiorek (1982)

5 Dependability Procurement

Dependability is obtained (procured) by fault-avoidance and fault-tolerance. Fault-avoidance involves the
a priori elimination of faults. In practice it hasn't been possible to assure this elimination of faults. Hence
redundancy in hardware, software and time is introduced into a system to make it dependable, by the so called
fault-tolerance methods. Fault-avoidance is briefly looked at below, but the main emphasis in this section
is on a detailed overview of fault-tolerance. Some such methods used for different components within a

distributed computer system are reviewed in Section 7.

5.1 Fault Avoidance

Fault-avoidance is achieved by obtaining the most reliable components within the cost and performance
constraints given in the specification; by use of thoroughly refined techniques for the interconnection of
components and assembly of subsystems; by packaging the hardware to screen out expected forms of
interference; and by carrying out comprehensive testing to eliminate hardware and software design faults
(AviZienis, 1976). Fault avoidance, as mentioned, is not sufficient to prevent system failure and so needs
supplementing by manual maintenance procedures to return the system to an operating condition after failure.
To help with maintenance, some built-in error-detection, diagnosis and retry techniques are often provided.
Fault-avoidance is the traditional approach to achieving system dependability, but in certain situations has

been found unacceptable. In particular because of the unacceptable delays incurred in real-time systems
(e.g. aircraft control), the inaccessibility of some systems to maintenance (e.g. space satellites), and the



excessively high costs of lost time and of maintenance in many installations. Hence the development of
fault-tolerance techniques.

Useful References: Aviiienis (197 6), McCluskey ( 1986)

5.2 Fault-Tolerance

Fault-tolerance alleviates many of the shortcomings of fault-avoidance. Faults are expected to be present
and to induce errors, but the ability of errors to cause failures is counteracted by the use of redundancy. Thus
fault-tolerance is performedby error processing which may be automatic or operator-assisted. Two phases

can be identified: effective ercor processing aimed at bringing the effective error back to a latent state, and
latent error processing aimed at ensuring that the latent error does not become active again. Effective error
processing may take the form of enor recovery or error compensation, which are discussed below. The
actual working out of these methods is sffongly linked with the design and characterisrics of the particular
system being made dependable: they simply provide a useful framework for approaching the problem.

5.2.1 Error Recovery

Error recovery involves substituting an error*free state for the erroneous state in the system. Error recovery
can take the form of bringing the system state back to a state occupied prior to the error become effective
(backwards error recovery), or of finding a new state from which execution can continue without failure
(forwards error recovery). Both forms require eruor detection and damnge confinement and assessment
(Anderson and I-ee, 1981), as explained below.

In order to recover from a fault in a system its effects must first be detected. Ideally, error detection is
based on checks that the system specification is bring met, and these checks are independent of the system
itself. For example, there may be component checks testing memory CRC codes, timing checks to see if
real-time constraints are met, or coding checks which test the consistency of the values of a set of variables.
This idea can be generalised into the notion of standard and exceptional domains, with an error detected by
testing to see if the system state is in the exceptional domain. In principle the more error detection that is
performed, the more dependable the system since if all errors were detected and appropriate fault-tolerance
techniques applied, then no no fault could lead to system failure. In practice there are limitations due to the
ability to test the specification and the run-time overheads of checking.

There is likely to be a delay between the manifestation of a fault and the detection of the resulting errors.
It is possible that in this delay invalid information might have spread within the system, causing more errors.
Thus there is a need to assess the extent to which the system state has been damaged prior to attempting
recovery. This assessment will depend on the system structure, and decisions need to be made in system
design as how to confine the damage a fault may induce. A useful structuring concept in this context is that
of atomic actions wlljch group the activities of a set of system components such that there are no interactions
between that group and the rest of the system for the duration of the activity. The widely used notion of
transactions within database systems is an example of this concept (Kohler, 1981). Atomic actions thus
bound the effects of faults that occur within them giving natural confinement and assessment.

Once these two passive phases have been achieved, the active phase of changing the system state can be
performed. Backward error recovery depends on the provision of recovery points at which the state of the
system is recorded, and can be later reinstated to. Two common techniques for obtaining recovery points are
checkpointing (Russell, 1980) and audit rails (Verhofstad, 1978). System structures such as recovery blocks
(Randell, 1975) and recoverable atomic actions are based on backward error recovery. Such recovery is not
so dependant on damage assessment and is capable of providing recovery from arbitrary faults. Forwards
eror recovery, on the other hand, is much more dependant on having identified the fault and is effects in
order to construct a new state from which system execution can continue. Many common techniques for
forwards elror recovery are based on exceptions (Best and Cristian, 1981; Anderson and t ee, 1981). Such
recovery is inappropriate for tolerating unanticipated faults, but can be more efficient than backwards error
recovery for specific faults. Forwards and backwards error recovery are not of course exclusive, for example
backward recovery may be attempted first, and if the effective error persists then forward recovery may be
attempted.



5.2.2 Error Compensation

For error compensation, systems are designed with enough redundancy so that they can deliver an error-free
service even with an erroneous internal state. A classic example is that of state machine systems (Schneider,
1986) where multiple copies of a system component operate in parallel with the output of the resulting
component being the majority of the outputs of the copies. Error detection is not required since errors
are masked. However, errors typically lead to a reduction in the redundancy available to tolerate any
further faults, and so in practical systems error detection is performed in order to decide if any latent error
processing should be done to restore the redundancy. Error compensation has some implicit notion of
damage confinement; for example, in state machine syst€ms damage is confined to component copies. Error
compensation techniques have the advantage over error recovery techniques in that the time overhead is
much lower, and so elror compensation is perhaps essential for real-time systerns. This is, of course, at a
cost of increased sffuctural redundancv.

5.2.3 Latent Error Processing

If effective error processing has removed the error, or makes its likelihood of recurring low enough then
latent error processing is not undertaken. However, this is not always the case, as in the example of state
machine systems where a (latent) internal error still exists despite compensation. Here latent error processing
is undertaken to reconfigure the system so that the processor in error is removed or replaced by a repaired
processor (see Schneider, 1986).

Useful References: Anderson andt-ee (1981), Randell,I.ee andTreleaven (1978), Laprie (1985), Schneider
(1986)

6 Dependability Validation

Dependabiliry validation provides a means to reach confidence in the systems ability to deliver the specified
service. There are two sets of such means: verification methods and error forecasting methods. These are
typically utilized throughout the life cycle of system development. Verification methods include the use of
testing and formal methods. Error forecasting methods are based on mathematical models of the system and
on the tested properties of its components; they give an estimate of the presence, creation and consequences of
errors. Different validation methods have been developed, such as those by the U.S. Department of Defence
outlined by Borning (1987), and those of NASA outlined by Czeck, Siewiorek and Segall (1985). These
provide a rigorous framework for validating a system, ensuring tltat no part of the system is overlooked.

6.L Verification

Given the safety-critical nature of many computer systems, it is very important that we have as much
confidence as possible that they will meet the required specifications. Because of this there has been an
increased interest in the use of formal methods in this process, in particular in the development of proof
systems within which it is possible to prove that the specifications will be met for a given set of fault
assumptions. Proofs give the possibility of achieving absolute confidence in the system, without room for
error. However, so far such an ideal is not within reach since the construction of proof systerns, and the actual
proofs are far from trivial for complete computer systems. Nevertheless, formal methods have been applied
to the verification of different parts of systems. Much effort has been put into proving that communication
protocols and agreement protocols are correct and it is usual for such proofs to be given along-side the
presentation of the protocols. For example, see Koomen (1985) who applies CCS to communication
protocols, and Dolev and Strong (1983) who present an agreement algorithm with its associated proof. Proof
systems have been developed for languages which have special fault-tolerance constructs in order to show
that programs written in them will meet their specifications; for example Joseph, Moitra and Soundararajan
(1984) and Schlichting (1982). The recently released VIPER processor has been designed to be used in
dependable applications, and a proof that it met its specification was made (see Pountain, 1988, and Cohn,
1987). It appears that the use of such techniques will increase, as they are being more commercially accepted.

The more traditional method of verification is that of testing. The use of testing can only show the
absence of errors, but not their presence unlike the use of formal methods. However, sufficiently rigorous



testing can give a good enough level of confidence in the system being tested. To take an example,
the FTMP multi-processor designed for aircraft applications has been tested, with experiments including
some to measure the response time to interrupts and exceptions, the execution time of high-level language
instructions, to transfer blocks of data to and from memory, and the overhead and variation in fault detection
and system configuration software (see Czeck, Siewiorek and Segall, 1985).

6.2 Error Forecasting

The terms failure, error and fault can be applied at different levels in a system, with a failure at one level being
an error at some higher level. Hence methods for finding the reliabitty of a system can be applied equally to
error forecasting, only with the terms suitably adjusted in meaning. Error forecasting methods are usefully
applied once a system, or a component has been designed, and in parallel with verification techniques. These
methods, as mentioned, are based upon mathematical models of the system which cannot give a precise
representation of the systenL but are good enough for useful estimates to be made. However, many of the
underlying assumptions and the applicability of these models does continue to be questioned. Measurements
of hardwme reliability were made first, and curent approaches to measuring software reliability basically
parallel those used for hardware reliability, with appropriate modifications to take into account the difference
between hardware and software situations. Goel (1985) identifies four different classes of models: times
between failure (TBF) models, failure count models, fault seeding models, and input domain based models.
Each of these uses known details about failures, such as their frequency and extent. Assumptions have to
be made about the system, for example TBF models assume independent times between faults and equal
probability of the detection of each fault. Also, models have to be carefully chosen, and goodness-of-fit test
made to check that the model is good enough for the given system. Computer-aided packages for estimating
reliability have been constructed such as the CARE-III system (Stiffler, 1986), and these use more detailed
models giving more accurate or useful estimates, though at the expense of more details needing to be supplied.

UsefulReferences: Cz*k,SiewiorekandSegall(1985),Pountain(1988),Schlichting(1982),Goel(1985),
Stiffler (1986)

7 Dependable Systems

Having introduced the notion of dependability and outlined in broad terms how to go about achieving it, let
us look at some more specific examples. In this section methods for making six componens of distributed
computing systems dependable are examined: those for circuits, networks, data, processes and software.
These components do have a significant amount of overlap, yet it is useful to approach each separately. In
addition the problem of reaching agreement between a set of processes, urilized by some fault-tolerance
methods, is looked at, including algorithms for clock synchronization.

7.1 Dependable Circuits

A widely used redundancy technique used for making circuits dependable is that of coding, for which an
extensive theory has been constructed since the late 1960's. The basic idea is that of adding (redundant)
codes to circuits, such as parity codes, which are used to detect and possibly correct errors. Example codes
used in memory and tape systems, and for testing the results of arithmetic and logical operations are given
by Tohma (1986) and Bose and Metzner (1986). Urilization of error-detecting codes does not necessarily
guarantee the detection of a fault developed in a circuit: for example there may be a fault in the code checker.
Hence there is a need for self-+hecking checkers, and self-+hecking circuits in general. It is also important
to design circuits so that they can be easily tested, and faults easily detected; see McCluskey (1986).

Useful References: Pradhan ( 1986a)

7.2 Dependable Networks

With the trend towards distributed computing, making communications dependable is of increasing im-
portance. The communication medium is more prone to error than most other components in a system,
yet if a variable time delay can be tolerated then virtually error-free communication can be assured by



fairly straight-forward protocols. Such protocols for communication between two stations are based on the

following three principles:

1. provide sufficient error checking (by means of error coding, e.g. CRC codes) to make negligible the

chance of undetected error.

2. provide for retransmission of any data that are not positively acknowledged.

3. provide sequence number identification for each message unit to allow recognition of unrequested

retransmission and unambiguous reassembly of messages received out of order.

These protocols have been available since the 1960's; see Bose and Metzner (1986) of an overview of some

of these.

The problem of the time taken to achieve dependable communication is important. In the ISiS distributed
system (Birman, 1986) this latency was found to be a major factor limiting performance, and led to the

development of a set of communication primitives, each providing a certain type of communication witlt
different timing requirements (see Birman and Joseph, 1986).

In networks with more than fwo stations the problem of constructing dependable routing algoritlms
appears. Routing algorithms must be able to tolerate host, interface message processor, and line failures, and

be able to cope with changes of topology. Routing algorithms can be grouped into adaptive algorithms (which

base their routing decisions on measurement or estimates of current traffic and topology) and nonadaptive
algorithms (which don't). See Tanenbaum (1981, Section 5.2) for further details of the problems involved.

One particular kind of communication that is common to most networks is that of bro adcasts, whereby a

message is sent to all stations in a network. An introduction to broadcasting protocols in radio networks is
given by Chlamtac and Kutten (1985) together with bounds on the delay for message broadcast. Drummond
(1986) characterises the time complexity of broadcasts with respect to communication models, in addition to
presenting broadcast protocols for networks ofdifferent degree (from complete to point-to-point nenvorks).
Farley (1987) describes network configurations that incur the minimum possible delay for broadcasting,
given a simple fault model.

Another cornmon (slightly higher-level) communication mechanism is that of Remote Procedure Calls
(RPCs). RPCs package communication protocols such as those discussed and provide programmers with
a communication mechanism which naturally extends the idea of procedures. They have been used in
many operating systems, such as the Cambridge DisUibuted Computing System (see Bacon and Hamilton,
1987). The semantics of RPCs have been classffied by Nelson into "exactly once" semantics, where if a

client's call succeeds then exactly one execution has taken place at the server, and "at least once" semantics,
where if a client's call succeeds then at least one execution has taken place at the server. The Newcastle
RPC mechanism (Shrivastava and Panzieri, 1982) uses exactly once semantics, with the main dependability
feature at the RPC level being the ability to discard unwanted messages, and any other dependability feanres
requires for making applications dependable included at a higher*level dealing with atomic actions. Another
implementation of RPCs is given by Birrell and Nelson (1984).

Computer architectures are changing rapidly, and it appears that traditional sequential architechrres will
be overtaken by newer architectures which use multiple processors in a close network configura[ion. Hence
much work is being directed at how best to utilize such architectures, and at the problems that need solving,
including that of making them dependable. These include the problems of making dependable shared buses

and shared memory access. Many particular network configurations have been examined in detail including
loop,tree,binarycubeandhypercubenetworks. SeePradhan(1986b)andLivingstonetal. (1987)forfurther
details.

Useful References: Bose and Metzner (1986), Tanenbaum (1981), Birman and Joseph (1986), Drummond
(1986), Shrivastava and Panzieri (1982), Pradhan (1986b)

7.3 Dependable Data

Data plays an important part in any computer system, and a vital part in some applications. Since data is
stored in memory or on disc, it is important to ensure that these are as dependable as possible in order to
make the data dependable. Coding theory techniques, ils menlioned, play an important part in making the
memory or disc dependable (see Bose and Metzner, 1986), and yet these techniques may not make the data
as dependable as we require. In particular, access to memory may be dependant upon use of an associated

l0



processor which may not be so dependable. Thus it is often important that the data is replicated in different
memories or discs. A common abstraction used to hide this replication from the programmer is that of stable
storage, which allows tlte programmer to assume that the memory they are using is dependable enough
for then not to worry about it. See, for example, Banare, Muller and Banatre (1987) for details of the
construction of a stable storage device, and its integration into a multiprocessor architecture.

A classic example of this data replication is in distributed databases, where a copy of the database is
held at different sites or, more generally, copies of parts of the database are spread over a set of sites. This
replication helps make the data dependable, but it is important to ensure that accesses to the data are also
dependable. A common way of achieving this is by structuring data accesses in terms of transactions which
comprise a set of reads and/or writes which are atomic in the sense that either the transaction succeeds and
the operations are performed correctly, or the transaction fails and none of the operations are effectively
performed and so the data does not get comrpted. See Kohler (1981) and Gray et al. (1981) for a survey of
the problems particular to the area of database systerrs and an evaluation of a recovery mechanism based on
transactions.

Replication need not be at different sites, but within the same memory or disc; for example, a data
structure may have added redundant structural data. This allows us to achieve structural dependency and
semantic dependency, that is the dependability of the structure (e.g. that pointers are correct) and of the data.
Taylor, Morgan and Black (1980) introduce this idea as applied to list structures, and present some results.

The notion of data obiects is important in many applications, especially with the rise in popularity of
object-oriented programming. An example from distributed operating systems is tiat of global naming
whereby files (the objects) have to be consistent between sites, and the system must be able to tolerate site
failures. One solution is that proposed by Mann (1987) who inffoduces the notion of decentralized naming,
and different scopes of names in order to increase performance. Atomic objects, typed data objecs that
provide their own synchronization and recovery, are used in many applications. The extension of C++
classes (for defining new data types) to atomic objects has been suggested by Herlihy and Wing (1988) and
by Dixon and Shrivastava (1986). On a wider scale, an object-based view has been integrated into complete
distributed systems, such as ISIS (Birman, 1986) and Argus (Liskov, 1988). The architecture being proposed
by the ANSA project (sponsored by major UK companies) is also taking a similar approach (Warne, 1988).

Useful References: Banatre, Muller and Banatre (1987), Kohler (1981), Birman (1986)

7.4 Dependable Processes

Data is manipulated by processes and it is important to make these processes dependable. Processes here
includes the idea of individual programs, but is a more general term suited to a distributed environment. The
use ofexceptions and checkpointing for error recovery has already been mentioned briefly, and they can be
naturally applied to single processes. Exceptions have been developed more for software error recovery,
with facilities for dealing with them being included in many recent languages such as Ada. However, this
notion can be extended to deal with process error recovery although it is less applicable here since the errors
are less predictable. They are suitable for applications, for example, where it may be alright to proceed to
some general input routine after issuing an error message (as in a very simple operating system).

Checkpointing is a commonly used technique in commercial systems. Tandem systems, for example,
cause a backup process to be started from the last checkpoint if an error occurs (Serlin, 1984). Eflicient
application of checkpointing requires a high degree of programming skill and some understanding of system
details. This requirement is lessened in some schemes where recovery poins are inserted and altered
automatically at run-time, as in the scheme proposed by Kim, You and Abouelnaga (1986). A complete
system for making processes dependable based on the use ofcheckpointing and rollback has been proposed by
Koo ( 1987). A programming construct allowing the use of both forwards and backwards recovery techniques
has been proposed by Jalote and Campbell (1984).

There are extra problems with these techniques when applied to more than one process. In particular,
the state recovered to must be consistent for all the processes, which is not so easy when the processes
can communicate and so affect the execution of each other. When using checkpoints in such a situation
and a process fails and initiates rollback, it will force the processes it has communicated with since the last
checkpoint to rollback also. These in turn will cause other processes, perhaps including the original process,
to rollback. This may lead to an avalanche of rollbacks until the initial state is the only consistent state
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to recover to, which is not typically very useful. Such an event is termed the "domino effect", and many

algorithms have been designed to overcome tlis, such as those of Russell (1980) and Koo and Toueg (1987a).

A useful abstraction in the context of processes is that of fail stop processors (FSPs). A FSP is a processor

which when it fails will simply stop, and the failure can be detected. On failure the internal processor state

and the contents of volatile (as opposed to stable) storage are lost. FSPs are built using replication in order

to be reasonably dependable. True FSPs cannot be fully implemented with finite hardware since it is not
possible to detect all faults, but they can be approximated to any desired degree (e.g. see Schlichting, 1982).

One method of programming FSPs proposed by Schlichting and Schneider ( 198 1) is by use of Fault-Tolerant
Actions (FTAs) which are a program structue involving some action and some recovery code. On a fault
the process is restarted on a new FSP with the state restored to that at the start of the FTA (saved using

checkpoints) and the recovery code executed. A program is typically broken into a set of FTAs.
Error compensation techniques are also widely used typically based on the state machine approach

(Schneider, 1986). This is a general method where computation is replicated on processors that are physically
and electrically isolated, and permits the effects of errors to be masked by voting on the outputs of these

replicas. Triple-Modular Redundancy (TMR), and the generalisation to N-Modular Redundancy (NMR) are

common examples of this scheme. Such systems have the advantages over error recovery systems in that
there is little time overhead, and the programmer is not forced to think in terms of a particular programming
abstraction (such as FTAs).

Useful References: Koo (1987), Serlin (1984)

7.5 Dependable Software

Making software dependable is to do with being able to tolerate design faults (which includes the common
idea of program "bugs"). Typically this is performed by verification and validation (V&V) procedures,

including testing procedures, and it is important that these procedures are performed throughout the software
life cycle. See Goel and Bastani (1985) and the associated papers for an inffoduction to some of the work
being done.

One widely used technique for tolerating a limited set of faults in a fairly simple way is that of exceptions.
For example, Ada provides handling of divide by zero and overflow faults among others. Once a fault has

occurred program execution is automatically transferred to an exceplion handler which provides application
dependant recovery. As mentioned, this idea can be extended to the notion of exceptional domains for error
detection and for the tolerance ofphysical faults.

Another idea that has received attention is that of design diversity, tle basic idea of which is to design
different versions of software that meet a given specification, and then select in some way from the results of
executing each version to find a dependable result. The versions are typically written by different people, or
in a different language, or using different algorithms. Techniques for design divenity can be in the form of
error recovery or efior compensation. An example of an error recovery technique is that of recovery blocks
developed at Newcastle in the 1970's (Randell, 1975). Using this technique an initial version of the software
is executed, and then an acceptance test is made to see if the results are in some sense acceptable (i.e. that
no faults have occurred). If not then a second version of the software is executed in the same stffting state as

for the first version (saved using checkpointing), and the acceptance test made again. This is repeated until
the result is acceptable or the system fails with no more possible versions to try. A key problem is in the
choice of acceptance test which needs to be made carefully; this is discussed by Hecht and Hecht (1986).
The "N-Version Programming" project at UCLA is examining an error compensation technique for design
diversity. Here t}re different versions are executed concurrently with a majority decision on the ouput -
this is a very natural extension of the state machine approach discussed earlier, and the two can be usefully
combined.

Useful References: Goel and Bastani (1985), Anderson (1987), AviZienis (1985), Randell (1975)

7.6 Agreement Algorithms

Algorithms for achieving agreement between a set of processes are important for many fault*tolerance
methods. The problem of agreement occurs as the "transaction commit problem" in distributed data bases,
where a set of data manager processes need to decide whether to accept or discard the results of a transaction.
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It also occurs when using the state machine approach to fault-tolerance, as described earlier, for agreeing

values between a set of processes. Unfortunately simple majority voting schemes are not sufficient for
dealing with all possible kinds of fault. Discussions of the problems and a proposed solution was given in the

pioneering paper of Pease, Shostek and Lamport (1980) which arose out of the SIFT project (Wensley er a/.,

1978) that used a state machine approach for designing a fault tolerant flight conffol system. The problem of
agreement comes in many flavours, such as interacive consistency used by the previous authors, and more
generally as the Byzantine Generals Problem: given a goup of generals of the Byzantine army camped

with their ffoops around an enemy city, the generals must agree on a common battle plan communicating
only by messanger. However, some of the generals may be traitors who will try to confuse the others. The

problem is to find an algorithm to ensure that the loyal generals will reach agreement (Lamport, Shostak

and Pease, 1982). Various solvability results exist for the problem and its variants. In particular, using

only oral messages in a synchronous system, the problem is solvable if and only if more than two-thirds
of the generals are loyal. But with authenicated messages (which can't be forged by traitors) the problem
is solvable for any number of generals and possible traitors. However, within an asynchronous system it is
not possible to design a terminating protocol to solve this problem, even if there is only one traitor (Fischer,

Lynch and Paterson, 1985). In this case it is possible to design protocols to solve the problem which may
never terminate, but this would occur with probability zero, and the expected termination time is finite. Two
such classes of protocols are randomized protocols (such as given by Peny, 1985) and probabilislic protocols
(such as given by Bracha and Toueg, 1983).

The form of agreement termed "inexact agreement" is useful in performing clock synchronization, thatis
keeping the clocks of a set of processes arbitrarily close to each other. This is a weaker form of agreement
than Byzantine Generals, and for a given level of reliability is cheaper to achieve. The performance of clock
synchronization protocols is measured in tenns of precision - how close together the clocks are, and accuracy

- how close the clocks are to "real-time". It may also be useful that such protocols have graceful degradation

when there are too many faults for them to achieve the desired performance (see Mahaney and Schneider,
1985). It has been shown by Schneider, 1987 that current dependable clock synchronization protocols result
from refining a single paradigm that is based on having a dependable time source that periodically issues

messages to cause processes to synchronize their clocks. An important choice in refining this paradigm is
of a convergence function, which brings the clocks closer together based on their current values (taking the

average being a simple such function). In a system which uses broadcasts, clock synchronization can be
performed at little extra cost (Babaofilu and Drummond, 1986).

UsefulReferences: Lamport,ShostakandPease(1982),Pease,ShostakandLamport(1980),Dolev(1982),
Fischer, Lynch and Paterson (1985), Peny (1985), Schneider (1987)

8 Conclusions

There is an increasing need for computer systems to be dependable as they are being increasingly used in
safety--critical applications, and in applications where a system breakdown is highly undesirable. Special
purpose systems have been designed for specific applications, such as for the Space Shuttle and the Voyager
spacecraft (Siewiorek and Swarz, 1982), and it will probably remain the case for some time that such
"special" applications will be purpose-designed. However, for many applications a more general purpose
dependable architecrure is appropriate. Most commercial machines concentrate on providing state machine
and checkpoint based recovery mechanisms (Serlin, 1984), with newer research ideas only slowly flltering
through. Currently fault tolerant machines are manufactured by specialist companies such as Tandem, but
there is increasing interest by the established companies (e.g. IBM) and so this will probably change.

Dependability methods are maturing from a collection of ad hoc techniques into more complete approaches
to the problem within the larger context of disributed systerns. Although many of the basic problems have
been solved there is a need to see which are efficient solutions, and which solutions are suited to particular
applications. There is also a need for a formal framework within which fault tolerance can be reasoned about.
The work in developing more general distributed systems (including dependability aspects) will ultimately
affect the way we view computer systems and the way we program. Yet the design of dependable systems is
still a very open area ofresearch.
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A Annotated References

This appendix presents a set of annotated references for many of the areas discussed. They are grouped

into sections according to the presentation given in Section 7, and include some of the references cited
there. In addition there is a section giving details of some other surveys of the area which take different
approaches than in this report, and also a section giving some of the work in formal methods that is related to
dependability.

4.1 Surveys

Anderson and Lee (1981).
Describes a general approach to the principles and practice of fault-tolerance, based on a framework of error detection,

damage confinement and assessment, error recovery and continued service. This framework is used to view existing

approaches to achieving dependability. It includes a useful set ofreferences and an annotaled bibliography.

AviZienis (1976).
A good inkoduclion to the basic concepts and techniques used in achieving dependability. Topics covered include fault
classification, redundancy techniques, reliability modetng and some examples of dependable systems.

Boming (1987).
A very interesting look at the problems of dependability in command and control systems for nuclear weapons. Details
ofsystem requirements, actual failures, and approaches to the problems are presented.

Paul and Siegert, editors (1985).
A tutorial style introduction to distributed systems, including dependability aspects, from a semi-formal point of view.
Includes consideration of speci-fications, language consfructs and paradigms.

Pradhan, editor ( 1986a).
A selection of papers inhoducing fault-tolerance methods. The main emphasis is on the problems encountered at the

circuit level, and the solutions to these problems.

Randell, ke and Treleaven (1978).
A definitive survey of the problems involved in achieving dependable systems. Topics covered include hardware

and software redundancy, atomic actions, error detection, damagg assessment, and forward and backward recovery
techniques. Three speci-fic systems are examined in detail.

Serlin (1984).
A very good infoduction to the dependable commercial architectures which have been developed. Includes a detailed
summary of 1l currently available systems. Concludes with some open issues for the future.

Siewiorek and Swarz, editors (1982).
A collection of papers covering the theory and practice of dependable system design. All the essential concepts are

presented in depth, from a practical viewpoint. Twelve computer syslems are outlined, including some for aircraft and
spacecraftcontrol. A good source of background material.

Stankovic (1984).
A survey of six fundamental issues in dishibuted computer systems: the object model, access control, distributed control,
dependability, heterogeneity and efficiency. It places dependability issues into a wider perspective, and is a good source
ofgeneral references.

4.2 Dependable Networks

Babaoglu, Drummond and Stephenson (1986).
The execution time of dependable broadcast protocols is characterized as a function of the properties of the underlying
communications network. A protocol is derived that implements dependable broadcasts for any member of a class of
network structures. A novel proof technique based on graph mappings is used to obtain some lower bound results.

Birman and Joseph (1986).
The design of communication primitives is discussed, and a collection of such primitives are described which facititate
the implementation of the fault-tolerant process groups used in the ISIS system
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Binell and Nelson (1984).
The design ofremole procedure calls is discussed, and one particular RPC package and its use is described in some depth.

Some optimizations for high performance and low load are presented.

Chang and Maxemchuck (1984).
A reliable broadcastprotocol for an unreliable network (of fail-stop processors and lossy communications) is described.

It guaran0ees that all operational receiven receive the same messages and in the same order.

Chlamtac and Kutten (1985).
A good introduction to broadcasts in radio networks including a brief survey ofexisting methods, and agraph--oriented
model within which to view the problems involved.

Drummond (1986).
Timecomplexityofdependablebroadcastsischaracterizedwithrespect!ocommunicationmodels. Dependablebroadcast
protocols are developed in systems where communication is through multicasts.

Shrikanth (1986).

This thesis presents a way of developing algorithms under a simple model of failure (assuming authentification of
messages) in which algorithms are simple and easy to derive, and then ftanslating them into a form using broadcast
primitives which achieve authentication without using digital signatures.

Shrivastava and Panzieri (1982).
The semantics of an RPC mechanism is given, together with an overview of issues involved in designing RPCs.

Algorithms for one particular RPC mechanism are given.

Tanenbaum (1981).
The definitive work presenting the different issues involved in computer networks. Networks are discussed with respect

to the ISO reference model, bringing together all the basic concepts.

A.3 Dependable Data

Birman (1986).
A good overview of the ISIS system, introducing and motivating all the essential concepts. The performance of a

prototlpe is given for a variety of system loads and configurations.

Birman and Joseph (1987).
A new software absfaction called the virtually synchronous process group is introduced and applied to problems such as

group remote procedure calls, global task decomposition and dynamic reconfiguration. A new version of ISIS based on
this abstraction is described.

Birman, Joseph and Stephenson (1986).
The use of bulletin boards in loosely coupled distributed systems is considered. The notion of a consistent behavior when
unreliable processes concurrently access a bulletin board is formalized. Techniques for implementing bulletin boards arc
presenied.

Kohler (1981).
Solution techniques !o two problems are surveyed. fhe fust is synchronizing access to shared objects, a generalization
of the concurrency control problem in database sysiems. 'fhe second is the recovery of objects in spite of errors (due to
the use, the application or the system). A solution using atomic actions is put forward.

Liskov (1988).
The Argus syslem is presented by means of the example of a dependable dishibuted banking application.

Nett, Kr0ger and Kaiser (1986).
The recovery aspects of a distributeJ operating system based on a layered, generalized transaction concept in an object-
oriented environment are discussed. The recovery mechanisms are based on the use of graphs linking dependencies
between concurrent actions.

Schwarz and Spector (1984).
Transactions are inffoduced and the synchronization issues that arise when transaction facilities are extended for use with
shared absfract data types are discussed. The use of non-serializable transaction execution is examined within a formal
framework.
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Shrivastava, Mancini and Randell (1987).
It is shown how an object and action based model is the dual of a process and message based model (which uses

conversations). Thus there appears no inherent reason for favoring one approach over the other.

Verhofstad (1978).
A survey of techniques and tools for recovery in filing sys0ems, database systems and operathg systems. A categorization

of recovery techniques in database systems is given.

A.4 DependableProcesses

Jalote and Campbell (1984).
CSP is extended with an S-Conversion construct which supports both forward and backward elror recovery. It is shown

how this can be implemented using the existing CSP primitives.

Joseph, Moitra and Soundararajan (1984).
A proof system is constructed for a CSP based language extended with fault alternatives for the specification of altemative

code !o be executed on errors detected at communication time. The method is applied to a bounded buffer example.

Kim, You and Abouelnaga (1986).
A scheme is presented for efficient backward recovery in loosely coupled networks. It involves programmer-transparent

coordination of recovery points, with recovery points automatically being inserted and deleted at run-time, and avoiding

the domino effect.

Koo (1987).
A checkpointing/rollback mechanism is introduced that allows distribul,ed programs to be written assuming processors

do not fail, and can then execute correctly on systems where transient processor failures can occur. The mechanism is

transparent to the programmer.

Mancini and Pappalardo (1988).
The CSP notation is used to describe an NMR system, formalizing the notion of replication and showing an NMR
configuration correct.

Russell (1980).
An important paper on checkpointing. Recovery primitives are defined to perform checkpointing and rollback in a class

of asynchronous systems. Different types of propagation of state restoration are identified. Sufficient conditions are

developed for a system to be domino-free.

Schlichting (1982).
A method is presented, based on the use of fail-stop processors, for designing programs that can cope with system errors.

Axiomatic program verification techniques are extended and applied to the two-phase commit protocol as an example.

Schlichting and Schneider (1983).
The standard intoduction to fail-stop processors, giving an implementation, a method of programming using fault-tolerant
actions. It also discusses termination, response time and process-€ontrol software.

Schneider (1986).
A readable introduction to the state machine approach, presented with regard to one particular style of implementation.
All the relevant concepts and implementation details are discussed.

Schneider and Lamport (1985).
Some paradigms associated with programming distributed systems are described, including various agreement protrccols,

the state machine approach (in a different form to the above) and computation of global stales. The paper is tuiorial in
nature.

Shrivastava (1986).
A tutorial paper briefly inhoducing redundancy and Byzantine Agreemen! and then concenhiating on the NMR approach,

giving the concepts and problems involved.

Thanawastien, Pamula and Varol (1986).
The sequential and lookahead rollback schemes are investigated and compared within a fault model. The optimal number
of checkpoints to minimize the cost of rollback in each scheme is given.
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A.5 DependableSoftware

Anderson (1987).
Provides a brief, but good, survey of the work that has been done, including practical examples, in the area of design

diversity.

AviZienis and Kelly (1984).
Design diversity is introduced. Experiments to test the usefulness of this concept are detailed, logether with future
research directions.

Aviiienis (1985).
A more detailed version of the above, describing N-Version Programming in detail. Requirements for implementing
N-Version software are given, and a testbed for the execution of such software described.

Goel and Bastani (1985).
This forms a preface to two volumes of the IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering which concentrate on the

problems involved in making dependable software.

Randell (1975).
A method for structuring systems by use ofrecovery blocks, conversations and fault tolerant interfaces is presented and

motivated. The aim is to provide dependable error detection and recovery facilities which can cope with design faults,
although applicable to physical faults. The paper presents an introduction to the structuring of complex systems.

A.6 AgreementAlgorithms

Bar-Noy and Peleg (1986).
It is shown that some weak forms of processor cooperation are achievable in a completely asynchronous syslem, despite

the impossibility result of Fischer, Lynch and Paterson (1985). Processor renaming is used as an example.

Cristian, Aghili and Strong (1986).
A clock synchronization protocol is presented which tolerates any number of omission and performance faults. Arbifary
numbers of simultaneous processor joins are handled.

Fischer, Lynch and Paterson (1985).
Presents an important result - that in an asynchronous system there is no finite agreement protocol that can tolerate even

one fail*stop process.

Koo and Toueg (1987b).
It is shown that for asynchronous (and hence synchronous) systems, protocols that guarantee knowledge gain by message

passing cannot be guaranteed to terminate, even if it is assumed that only transient communication failures can occur and

that a proof of weak termination is sufficient.

Lamport, Shostak andPease (1982).
A comprehensive introduction to the Byzantine Generals problem with its variants; includes useful results and algorithms.

Mahaney and Schneider (1985).
Two fault tolerant protocols for inexact agreement are presented and their application to clock synchronization is
explained. Accuracy, precision and graceful degradation results are derived for the protocols.

Pease, Shostak and Lamport (1980).
A pioneering paper which defines the notion of inEeractive consistency and presents protocols to achieve it within a faulty
environment. Some results are also given.

Perry (1985).
Early stopping protocols for the Byzantine Generals problem are presented under a variety of system models. Multi-
valued agreement is considered. A scheme to solve the Byzantine Generals problem that is independent of the fault
model is given.

4.7 Formal Methods

Chandy and Misra (1988).
Presents a new theory of programming which kanscends differences in architectures by concentrating on specifications
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and their refinement. It is applied to specifying dependable channels and communication protocols, and the Byzantine

Generals problem.

Cohn (1987).
Illusftates the use of higher--order logic in proving some correctness properties of the Viper processor.

Cristian (1985).
Axiomatic reasoning methods are extended to the design of dependable systems by modeling faults as operations that are

performed at random time intervals. Design correctness is proven using a programming logic extended with fault axioms

and rules. Stochastic modeling is employed to verify reliability and availability properties.

Fischer and Zuck (1988).
A temporal logic is presented for reasoning about uncertainty in distributed systems containing both probabilistic and

nondeterministic transitions. The logic is applied to the coordinat€d attack problem and to the authenticated agreement

problem.

Herlihy and Wing (1987).
A means of specifying graceful degradation is described. A lattice of speciications is used with a set of constraints

where the sffonger these constraints, the more restrictive the specification. Examples are given for programs tolerating

site crashes, timing anomalies and synchronization conflicts.

Jifeng and Hoare (1987).
An algebraic specification (in CSP) is given for a simple algorithm to allow a process to overcome an intemal failure by

use of checkpoints. The algorithm is shown correct by the application of algebraic laws.

Melliar-Smith and Schwartz (1982).
The formal specffication and proof method used to show that the SIFT computer meets its requirements is described with
respect to hardware and software. A hierarchy of design specifications is given with mappings between the levels. This
provides a useful illustration of the use of formal methods in a practical situation.
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